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stripe

flag wooden stick glue paintbrush

star
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Craft vocabulary

2019



You need:

Let's get it started!

ribbon
(optional)

masking tape
(optional)

white glue

flat wooden sticks

paintbrush

a dedicated assistant

red, blue and white paint
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Step 1 : Paint the blue part of the flag

Step 2 : Paint the other sticks

Draw a line on 3 sticks at about
1/3 of their length.

Paint the left part in blue.

Paint the other sticks :
 
- 1 in red
- 3 in white
 
and on the ones you already
painted in blue:
 
- 2 in red
- 1 in white
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Step 3 : Create the supporting structure

Step 4 : Glue the flag

The supporting structure is made of 2 white sticks.

Put some glue at
the end of one
white stick.

Place the end of
the second one
on top of the glue
and let it dry.

Put some glue
on the 2 sticks.

Place a red stick
and then a white
stick on the already
glued sticks.

Continue the pattern
making sure you
follow  the American flag
pattern, by alternating
the different stripes.
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Step 5 : Add the stars

Add some stars on the blue
part of the flag.

You can use masking tape,
paper or stickers.

There you go!

 
 

 
 

 
 

You can add some  ribbon if
you want to hang it

somewhere.



So many interesting
animals live in the
jungle. Next month
you will learn the
names of some of the
many creatures that
call the jungle home.

NEXT MONTH

Jungle
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